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Dear Art Lover,
Welcome to this third newsletter. On average once a quarter a short newsletter about my art: new work,
developments and upcoming exhibitions.
Comments are most welcome. Send your mail to: Wichert@FrozenSteel.nl

Vegetable time

Staying healthy is important. That is why I have been working a lot with vegetables in recent months. Lots of
broccoli, but also bell pepper. Both naturally beautiful objects. Now also in bronze. Much more new work on
the website (www.FrozenSteel.nl)

Broccoli – nearly blossoming

Broccoli Leftover

Big shady BroccoliTree

Lunch

Broccoli Bush

Hot Bell Pepper

New version Love letter

Corona has made all exhibits impossible. That gave me the opportunity to take another look at the
"Love letter", specially made for the exhibition "Open Ateliers Noord". I decided that an exclusively
bronze version (that is, without the hardwood plinth) would be more powerful. Here is the result.

Love Letter revised

Catalog as a flippable e-book
book

Not everyone is fond of surfing a website. Especially for them I have published the catalog of my work as a
book. An e-book, though. You can click the book on the website and then browse the book at your own pace.
It's a near-paper experience. Look at the contactpe (https://www.frozensteel.nl/contact.html) to find three e-books:
Bronze - http://bit.do/catalogus-bronze
Steel - http://bit.do/catalogus-steel
Design or Art - http://bit.do/catalogus-design
design-or-art

New winks

My best known bronze sculptures are the representation of the beauty of nature in the power of the
bronze. But I also regularly make light outings: art with a wink.
In the past period I have, among other things, immortalized the modern form of “mirror
“mirror-mirror-on-thewall”: the selfie, now in bronze.
The famous 1.5 meters also seemed worthy of an arty wink.

Selfie

Ceci c’est ne pas 1.5 metres

Visit the studio

My studio is in the Public Workshop in Amsterdam. This inspiring environment with many wood and
steel craftsmen has remained open in this corona era.
Now that there are no exhibitions, you are extra welcome to come and take a look at the workshop.
Every Tuesday I work with new bronze or steel sculptures.
Would you be so kind as to mail in advance (wichert@FrozenSteel.nl)? This enables me to ensure that
works that you would like to touch and feel, are present on the spot.

Finally

You can find much more information and photos of my sculptures on the website: www.FrozenSteel.nl
Want to stay informed regularly? Follow my Facebook page: www.Facebook.com/FrozenSteel.nl
Or follow me on Instagram: www.Instagram.com/FrozenSteel.nl
Videos of the making process (in both steel and bronze) on Youtube.
The FrozenSteel channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UClW-Y-FHakcVtd7zFD-xJlg
And my video channel: https://www.youtube.com/user/VideoWichert (but there are also a lot of skating and cycling
videos on it ;-)
Kind Regards,
Wichert van Engelen
Amsterdam
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